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On November 23, 2008, Pink performed "Sober", the second single from Funhouse, at the American Music
Awards.The third single was "Please Don't Leave Me", with a video directed by Dave Meyers.In Australia,
"Bad Influence" was released as the album's fourth single as a promotional single for her Funhouse Tour, and
"Funhouse" was later released as the fifth single.
Pink (singer) - Wikipedia
K-pop (abbreviation of Korean pop; Hangul: ì¼€ì•´íŒ•) is characterized by a wide variety of audiovisual
elements. While the modern form of K-pop can be traced back as early as to early 90s, the term has been
popularized since 2000s and replaced the term Gayo (ê°€ìš”) which also refers to domestic pop music in
South Korea. Although it generally classifies "popular music" within South Korea, the ...
K-pop - Wikipedia
"Get Happy" is somewhat like their album Splendor in the Grass which had a flawed back half but would still
serve as an introduction to Pink Martini. With China Forbes singing three songs and as co-singer on two
more this looks to be the transition album to Pink Martini's next lead vocalist, Storm Large.
Pink Martini - Get Happy - Amazon.com Music
This is a list of the world's best-selling albums.The criteria are that the figure must have been published by a
reliable source and the album must have sold at least 20 million copies worldwide.
List of best-selling albums worldwide - Simple English
Generate professional song books from your MP3, MP3+G karaoke, or video files in just a few clicks! Song
List Generator simply reads the music files right from your hard drive and creates a printable book of songs,
sliced and diced any way you want (by Artist, Title, DiscID, multi-column, various font sizes, custom
messages, custom paper and margin sizes).
Song List Generator - Generate Professional Karaoke & DJ
Hi! How can we help? Here you'll find answers to our most frequently asked questions If you canâ€™t find
the answer youâ€™re looking for, feel free to contact us directly.
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